
Ion 280 3-in-1
Overview

Ion 280 3-in-1 is a versatile moving head that covers spot, wash and beam functions. Powered by a Sirius® HRI 280W lamp, it reaches a

highlighted luminosity in all its applications. With a compact design, the unit has a 13 dichroic filters + open and bidirectional rainbow

effect color wheel. Regarding gobos, this moving head has a 9 rotating indexable and interchangeable gobo wheel and a 14 static gobo

wheel, each of them with gobo shaking. At the same time, the fixture comes with frost filter, a 6-facet rotating prism and a zoom function

that allows the user to choose between beam, spot & wash mode with only one moving head. Ion 280 3-in-1 is not only versatile but also,

as every equipment in the ION Series, it achieves extremely fast movements thanks to its 3-phase motor.

Specifications

Source & Optics

Light Source: Osram Sirius® HRI 280W
Lamp Life: 3,000 hours
Beam angle: 2°-10º (Beam) / 5.5º-23º (Spot) 

Photometric data

2º Beam angle: 620000 lux @ 5m (15 ft.) 
23º Beam angle: 31390 lux @ 5m (15 ft.)

Effects and functions

Color wheel: 13 interchangeable dichroic filters +
open & bidirectional rainbow effect
Color bounce
Rotating gobo wheel: 9 interchangeable and
indexable rotating gobos + open
Static gobo wheel: 14 indexable gobos + open

Gobo diameter: outside diameter 15.9 mm., inside
diameter 12 mm.
Animation and movement gobo effects
Gobo shake
Frost filter
6-facet rotating prism
Motorized focus
Dimmer: Full range 0-100%
Strobe effect

Control

DMX Channels: 14/16/20/24
Wireless DMX (optional)
Advanced RDM Function
Indicated temperature for base, arm & lamp
IC backup communication
Software update vía DMX
Fan speed based on temperature

Movement

Pan: 540° / 630º

Tilt: 265°
3-phase motor
16-bit resolution
Auto repositioning

Electrical

Input voltage range: 100–240V, 50-60Hz
Power Supply: Automatic range
Max. power consumption: 430W

Physical

DMX Connectors: 2 XLR connectors (XLR-3 input &
output)
Power supply connectors: PowerCON® In/Out
2.4 inches LCD graphic display
Dimensions: 369x402x623 mm. / 14.5x15.8x24.5 in.
Weight: 17 Kg. / 37.5 Lbs.


